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Cell, SRIC, IIT Kharagpur

Intellectual Property Right Guidelines

Preface
This “Intellectual Property Right Guidelines” is prepared in response to the various queries of
student and faculty inventors across various departments. It is designed to assist inventors to
understand the basics of patent and how to prepare the abstract and final documents
required for filing a patent/copyright/trademark/design.
IPR & IR Cell, IIT kharagpur would like to express its appreciation to Ms. Swarna, TIFAC IP intern,
RGSIPL, Ms. Shailaja, IP intern, IPR Cell and all the IPR Cell advisors from RGSIPL for their
valuable contribution and comments on the patent filing guidelines.
It is hoped that this guidelines will be an effective tool for the research students and faculty
members seeking to protect their patent, copyright, trademark and design through carefully
prepared applications.
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Patent Filing Guidelines

Intellectual Property Right
PATENT
A patent is an exclusive right given to the inventor or his assignee 1 by the government to exclude
others from making, using, selling and importing the invention for a period of 20 years in exchange of
complete disclosure of the invention. Patents are granted for products and/or processes. One patent
is granted for one invention 2.
Patent rights are territorial. If a patent is obtained in India, it is effective only in India.
A. Patentability:
An invention is patentable when it satisfies the following criteria.
a.
b.
c.
d.

It should be novel
It should involve an inventive step
It should be capable of industrial application
It should not fall under statutory exceptions (such as, well established natural laws, anything
seriously harmful to humans or animals, scientific principles, mere discovery of already known
compounds without enhanced efficacy, new property of a known substance, mere admixtures
(as opposed in synergistic mixtures) and processes; mere arrangement or rearrangement of a
known device; method of treatment of human beings/animals; plants, animals parts thereof;
computer program per se; method of agriculture or horticulture; traditional knowledge as such;
Inventions related to Atomic Energy etc.).

1

An inventor is a person who invented the invention for the first time. An assignee is a person or a company or an
institute, to whom the invention has been assigned to. An application for a patent can be made by an inventor or an
assignee, who is called an applicant. The applicant will have all the rights over the invention.
2
Invention means a new product or process involving an inventive step and capable of industrial application (The Patent
Act, 1970 section 2(1)j).
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Novelty is the foremost requirement to determine the
patentability of any invention. It lies at the heart of the
patent system. No invention can be held patentable if all the
features of the invention are disclosed in a single prior art
before the date of filing or before the date of priority (point
at which applicant made full disclosure of the invention for
the first time). An invention is called novel only when it is
not anticipated 3 by any previous publication, any previous
claims and public use or public knowledge. In other words
the subject matter has not fallen into the knowledge of
public domain. 4 For this purpose, it is always desirable to
file a patent application before publishing, speaking about
or giving a presentation in scientific community. However, in
certain exceptional circumstances a patent application can
be filed within 12 months from the date of disclosure of the
invention. 5

Professional Tip
A patent application must be filed
before
publicly
disclosing
any
important research results that may
lead to a valuable product or
technology. This caution especially
applies to research institutions – but
the necessity for publishing academic
works can easily be accommodated by
a publication clearance procedure that
reviews journal and conference
submissions for patentable novelty.
(Adopted from WIPO)

Novelty = no prior publication or use of the exact concept or product
Anything that is readily available to the public (a journal paper, a conference presentation, a
publication on the Web, Facebook, a YouTube video, public news group or blog, even a dissertation
indexed at the library, talking with external parties about the invention without the use of a
confidentiality agreement) that describes the basic ideas in enough detail that someone else would be
able to make and use the invention; (i.e., those ideas that are new) is considered as public disclosure.
Showing or telling these ideas may also constitute a public disclosure, as does selling or offering for
sale a prototype of the invention. Such activities kill the novelty of the invention.

A prior art: any evidence that your invention is already known; and is considered as anticipatory
(lacks novelty) if all the features of the invention under examination are present in the cited prior art
(i.e. single document).
The Websites of Trusted Publishers (on-line scientific journals and the web sites of newspapers,
periodicals, and television and radio stations) can become prior art.
Novelty Example: (adopted from wipo)
Invention = Revolving Chair with single shaft, height and arm-rest adjustment with seat and two rails
Prior Art 1: Chair with seat and four legs
Prior Art 2: Chair with four legs and two rails
Prior Art 3: Chair with three legs and arm-rest
Verdict: Novel
3

Foreseen or preceded or expected
The Patent Act, 1970, Section 2(1)l
5
The Patent Act, 1970, Section 31(d): An invention claimed in a complete specification shall not be deemed to have been
anticipated by reason only of “the description of the invention in a paper read by the true and first inventor before a
learned society or published with his consent in the transactions of such a society” if the application for the patent is made
by the true and first inventor or a person deriving title from him not later than twelve months after the opening of the
exhibition or the reading or publication of the paper, as the case may be.
4

2
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Inventive step 6 means a feature of an invention that involves technical advancement as compared to
the existing knowledge or having economic significance or both and that makes the invention not
obvious to a person skilled in the art 7.
For the purpose of establishing obviousness of the invention, citing a mosaic of prior arts (i.e. multiple
documents) is permissible, provided such prior art is enabling. If the invention is predictable based on
the available prior art, merely requiring workshop improvement by a person skilled in the art, the
inventive step is lacking.
Inventive step = non-obvious variation from what is publically known

Inventive Step Example:
Invention = wooden chair with seat and four legs with two rails (a rocking chair)
Prior Art 1: wooden chair with seat and four legs
Professional Tip
Prior Art 2: chair with four legs with two rails
Verdict: Invention is novel BUT the invention may be
“Usefulness”
or
“industrial
application” is an important question
obvious!
on
the
potentially-patentable
Combination of prior Art 1 + 2 logical as both are chairs.
invention.
When
looking at research
Invention most likely regarded as obvious – may not be
results and reflecting on whether they
patented
are patentable, the inventor should
answer this: “Are the results useful or
"Capable of industrial application", the invention is
capable of industrial application?” If
8
capable of being made or used in an industry. It must be
they are useful for solving a practical
capable of being applied in any industry, which means that
problem, even if it is small, steps
the invention must have practical application in order to be
should be taken to determine whether
patentable.
it could meet the other requirements
of patentability.(adopted from WIPO)
6

The Patent Act, 1970 section 2(1)ja
Person skilled in the art is the person having an average knowledge in that particular field.
8
The Patent Act, 1970 section 2(1)ac
7

3
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Following free patent database may be used for prior art search.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

IPO website https://ipindiaservices.gov.in/publicsearch
USPTO website https://www.uspto.gov/
Patentscope website https://www.wipo.int/patentscope/en/
JPO website https://www.jpo.go.jp/
Espacenet patent search https://worldwide.espacenet.com/
SIPO website http://english.sipo.gov.cn/
Google patents website https://patents.google.com/

Invention disclosure, IP filing processes at IIT Kharagpur:
When an invention is found to be patentable, an application for patents should be made as early as
possible. IPR office encourages all the inventors to protect their invention by filing
patent/copyright/design before submitting for publication in journals. The student inventors who are in
the process of submitting their dissertation/thesis can go for provisional filing. For details about the
provisional filing please turn to page no. 13.

2

Whosoever (hereinafter referred to as “the applicant”) is desirous of filing a patent in India and/or in
other jurisdictions through PCT or conventional system for inventions conceived or reduced to
practice or developed during his/her course of employment or studentship or engagement with the
Indian Institute of Technology Kharagpur (hereinafter referred to as “IITKgp”) in any other capacity
including but not limited to internship or short-term visit to IITKgp shall make a request to IITKgp for
such filing by submitting abstract and other particulars in the Online Patent Portal (hereinafter referred
to as “the OPP”) created for the purpose (http://www.sric.iitkgp.ac.in/Patent_portal_v3/).The template for the
submission of abstract is given at the end of this brochure and the soft version is readily available in the above
link.

The OPP is a self-explanatory system that provides step-by-step guidance to the applicant. The
system also helps the applicant to self-assess and preliminarily evaluate the patentability of the
invention. All the inventions submitted in OPP will be reviewed by two independent reviewers to know
4
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the suitability for filing in India and other jurisdictions. PIC IPR & IR may directly recommend Indian
filing on the basis of the recommendation from the reviewers and other particulars submitted in the
OPP without requiring the applicant to make presentation. Whosoever desirous to file their invention
for international filing shall submit justification in the format (International Filing Request Form). The
inventions identified for international filing will be referred to the Evaluation Committee (hereinafter
referred to as “the EC”) for further evaluation. The composition of the EC shall vary depending upon
the nature and technical field of the invention. However, the Dean (SRIC), the Associate Dean (SRIC)
and PIC, IPR & IR, shall be permanent members of the EC and the remaining members shall be
chosen by the Dean (SRIC) from amongst domain as well legal experts.
Techno-legal Evaluation for International filing and Marketability Assessment by EC
The techno-legal evaluation of the inventions for filing in other jurisdictions through PCT or
conventional system involves a brief presentation by the inventor and discussion with EC. Apart from
the techno-legal evaluation as to the patentability of the invention for PCT filing, the EC may also look
into the marketability and commercial viability of the invention.
Where the applicant has made request solely for Indian filing, the EC may at its own consider filing in
other jurisdictions through PCT or conventional system, if the EC deems the same fit and proper on
exceptional grounds. In that event the applicant may be requested to furnish such additional
information and make presentation before the EC to help the EC to further assess the justifiability of
PCT or conventional filing.
Where the applicant has made a request (either in the OPP or subsequently) for filing in other
jurisdictions through PCT or conventional system, the EC may request the applicant to furnish such
additional information and make presentation before the EC to justify such filing.
Patent Filing, Prosecution and Maintenance Cost
The cost of filing, prosecution and maintenance including but not limited to attorney fees and
incidental expenses for all the inventions originated from sponsored project will be met from the
contingency grant of the project.
Where no such cost is included in the project, on the recommendation of the Dean (SRIC), IITKgp
may bear the filing cost from its own fund (Project Code: GRI) for Indian and/or PCT or conventional
filing. Where IITKgp is unable to bear such cost for PCT or conventional filing it may recommend the
same to other funding agencies (like TIFAC) for filing, prosecution and maintenance.
When the inventors find their result is novel, inventive and capable of industrial application, they
should
file
an
online
invention
disclosure
at
the
Institute’s
IP
portal
(http://www.sric.iitkgp.ac.in/Patent_portal_v3/). The template for the submission of abstract is given at the end
of this brochure and the soft version is readily available in the above link. The abstract of the invention is

then be evaluated by the PIC IPR, domain and legal experts for patentability. The patentability
evaluation is typically done in 30-45 days. For International patent filing, a two-tire evaluation process
is followed. In the process of patentability evaluation, multiple inventor sittings with the domain and
legal experts may be arranged in order to understand the novelty and inventiveness. Once the
invention is found patentable it will be forwarded to patent attorney for drafting and filing in patent
office. During the drafting the attorney may contact the inventor(s) for clarification, if any. When first
examination report or the first statement of objections received from the patent office after

5
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examination procedure, Inventor needs to assist the patent attorney to amend the patent application
addressing all the objections raised by the patent office to grant.

The inventors can contact IPR & IR Cell if their invention is ready for commercialization/licensing.
B. Types of applications:
There are different kinds of patent applications, e.g.
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Ordinary application
Convention application
PCT International application
PCT national phase application
Patent of addition
Divisional application

i. Ordinary application:
An ordinary patent application can be filed with a provisional specification or a complete specification.
A complete specification should be complete in all possible ways. It should contain title, description,
drawings, abstract and claims. Unlike complete specification, a provisional specification may not
include claims. When an invention requires more time to complete or still in experimental stage, to
secure the priority date one can file a patent application with a provisional specification. However, it
should be followed up with a complete specification within 12 months from the date of filing of
application. If not, the application is treated as abandoned and looses priority.
Foreign filing: Although an international patent does not exist, an international convention and
agreement known as Paris convention (Total member nations: 177) and the Patent Cooperation
Treaty (PCT) (Total member nations: 152) provides a streamlined filing procedure for most
industrialized nations.
ii. Convention application:
As India is a member of Paris convention, applicant can file a convention application for a patent in
India within a period of 12 months seeking the priority from the application filed in a foreign country,
provided the foreign country is also a member of the Paris convention. Similarly, an applicant from
India can also file a patent application in a convention country within a period of 12 months seeking
the priority from the application filed in India. The list of member countries of the Paris conventions
can be found at https://www.wipo.int/treaties/en/ShowResults.jsp?treaty_id=2.
iii. PCT International application:
As India is a member to the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) and also acts as a receiving office (RO)
for PCT applications, applicant can file a PCT International application at RO in India, which is an
entry point to the PCT applications seeking protection in multiple countries which are also members
to the PCT. If the applicant is seeking the priority from an ordinary application, then PCT International
application should be filed within a period of 12 months from the date of filing of ordinary application.
PCT timeline can be found at https://www.wipo.int/export/sites/www/pct/en/seminar/basic_1/timeline.pdf.
The list of member countries of the Patent Cooperation Treaty can be found at
https://www.wipo.int/treaties/en/ShowResults.jsp?lang=en&treaty_id=6.

6
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iv. PCT national phase application:
PCT national phase application is for the foreign applicant who is willing to seek the protection for an
invention through PCT route. Once the application is gone though the PCT application filing process;
applicant can enter to India using the PCT national phase application. A national phase PCT
application can be filed in India within 31 months from the priority date of the application or
international filing date, whichever is earlier. A patent granted under this application will be 20 years
from the date of filing accorded under PCT. A convention application or a PCT national phase
application filed in India should always be filed with a complete specification.
v. Patent of addition:
When an invention is a modification or an improvement of the already existing patent or a patent
application, then the applicant can file a patent of addition. Patent of addition can be filed only when
applicant has a previously granted patent (main patent) or a previously filed patent application (main
patent application). Patent of addition can be applied along with the main patent or after. A new
patent number will be given to patent of addition but there will be no renewal fee to maintain it. Patent
of addition is valid as long as the main patent is valid. In cases, where a main patent is revoked,
patent of addition can be converted into main patent; in such cases renewal fee should be paid.
vi. Divisional application:
When a patent application contains more than one invention, applicant on his own or to overcome the
objections raised by the examiner, can file a divisional application. Divisional application is an
independent application and needs to be renewed every year. The priority date of the divisional
allocation is same as the main application.
C. Publication of the application:
Once a patent application is filed, it is published after expiry of 18 months from the date of filing of
application or the priority date of the application, whichever is earlier. An Application for Patent is not
open to public (kept confidential) before the expiry of these 18 months. However, there is a provision
for early publication with fee. In such cases application is ordinarily published within one month from
the date of request for publication. Once the patent application is published any person can raise
opposition until the grant of the patent.
D. Examination of the patent application:
Until the request for the examination is filed, examination of the application will not take place. A
request for examination can be filed before 48 months from the date of application or the priority date
of the application, whichever is earlier. Applications are examined in the order they have requested
for examination.
Once request for the examination is filed, the controller sends the application to the examiner for the
examination of the application. When controller receives the report of the examiner, the first
examination report or the first statement of objections is sent to the applicant. The reply to the first
examination report should be given within 6 months. If not, application is considered as abandoned.
When the applicant complies with all the objections raised by the examiner and overcomes the
objections raised by pre-grant opponent, controller grants a patent. Once a patent is granted, it is
published in the patent office’s official journal http://www.ipindia.nic.in/journal-patents.htm. After the
7
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publication of the patent in official journal any person interested 9 can oppose the patent within 12
months from the date of publication of the patent. If the applicant overcomes the objections raised by
the post grant opponent, patent continues to exist.
A renewal fee should be paid every year to keep the patent alive. The patent lapses if the applicant
fails to pay the renewal fee in time.
Fig 3: A flow chart describing the process of obtaining a patent in India.

9

Person Interested includes a person engaged in, or in promoting, research in the same field as that to which the invention
relates (The Patent Act, 1970 section 2(1)t).

8
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F. What should a patent specification contain?
1.
A patent specification should have a title which clearly and sufficiently describes the subject
matter of the invention and should not be more than 15 words. 10
2.
It should be accompanied by an abstract, which should start with the title and shall contain a
concise summary of the matter contained in the specification and the summary shall indicate clearly
the technical field to which the invention belongs, technical advancement of the invention as
compared to the existing knowledge and principal use of the invention excluding any speculative use
and where necessary, the abstract shall contain the chemical formula, which characterises the
invention. The abstract may not contain more than one hundred and fifty words. 11
3.
Describe the invention fully and particularly and its operation or use and the best method of
performing the invention. 12
4.
If the drawings are necessary to describe the invention they should be a part of the
specification. Drawings should be provided in a separate sheet and should be sufficiently large to
show the invention. No description should be given on the diagrams except for flow diagrams. 13 The
specification should end with a claim or claims defining the scope of the invention for which protection
is sought. 14
5.
In case of inventions with biological materials, such as genetically modified bacteria or fungus
or any other microorganism, and that material is not available to public, a sample of that biological
material should be submitted to the International depository authority under the Budapest Treaty
(MTCC, Chandigarh) within 3 months from the date of filing of the application along with the all the
available characteristics of the material and information regarding the geographical origin of the
biological material. 15
As per section 6 of the Biodiversity Act, 2002, requisite permission to be taken from the relevant
authority, i.e., National Biodiversity Authority, to apply for patents using biological materials. The
permission should be submitted along with the application or before the grant of the patent. Even in
cases where a biological material is not used, a declaration from the applicant is necessary in the
application.
Guidelines

for

biotechnology

related

inventions

can

be

found

at

http://www.ipindia.nic.in/writereaddata/Portal/IPOGuidelinesManuals/1_38_1_4-biotech-guidelines.pdf.

6.
In case of computer related inventions (CRIs), CRIs guidelines given by the patent office to be
followed
http://www.ipindia.nic.in/writereaddata/Portal/IPOGuidelinesManuals/1_86_1_Revised__Guidelines_for_Examin
ation_of_Computer-related_Inventions_CRI__.pdf.

Mathematical methods or business methods or computer programme per se or algorithms are
excluded from patentability. 16 Computer programmes are often claimed in the form of algorithms as
method claims or system claims with some “means” indicating the functions of flow charts or process
steps. So while establishing patentability of CRIs, the focus should be on the underlying substance of
the invention and not on the particular form in which it is claimed. It is important to judge the
10

Manual of patent practice and procedure Page 34
Manual of patent practice and procedure Page 38
12
Manual of patent practice and procedure Page 33
13
Manual of patent practice and procedure Page 37
14
Manual of patent practice and procedure Page 33
15
Manual of patent practice and procedure Page 36
16
The Patents Act, 1970, section 3(k)
11
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substance of claims taking whole of the claim together. If any claim in any form, such as
method/process, apparatus/system/device, computer program product or computer readable medium
falls under the said excluded categories, such a claim would not be patentable. However, if the
substance of the claim, taken in a holistic manner, does not fall in any of the excluded categories, the
patent shall not be denied.
F. Examples:
Invention of ball pen: When ball point pen was invented, fountain pen was the closest prior art.
Problem of writing on rough surfaces, problem of absorbing ink on the paper was solved by the ball
point pen. Invention of ball point pen was novel. It is not obvious to the person skilled in the art to
come up with such an invention. It involves inventive step and technical advancement comparing with
the prior art. The invention is extremely useful and capable of industrial application. Hence it was
patentable subject matter.
Invention of paper clip: When paper clip was invented, paper clip solved the problem of staking the
paper without damaging them. The closest prior art then was a wire or a thread pierced through the
paper to stack them. The idea of paper clip was novel, not obvious to the person skilled in the art and
highly capable of industrial application, hence it was patentable subject matter.
G. Further information: Further details can be obtained from the following external links
https://www.wipo.int/portal/en/index.html
http://www.ipindia.nic.in/
http://www.ipindia.nic.in/writereaddata/Portal/IPOGuidelinesManuals/1_86_1_Revised__Guidelines_for_Examin
ation_of_Computer-related_Inventions_CRI__.pdf
http://www.ipindia.nic.in/writereaddata/Portal/IPOGuidelinesManuals/1_28_1_manual-of-patent-officepractice_and-procedure.pdf
http://www.ipindia.nic.in/writereaddata/Portal/IPOGuidelinesManuals/1_38_1_4-biotech-guidelines.pdf

10
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COPYRIGHT
Copyrights are exclusive legal rights granted to the creators of creative work. Owner of the copyright
woks has the right to publish, translate and reproduce the work.
Literary and artistic works, dramatic and musical works, sound recordings, aesthetic creations,
cinematographic works are works covered under copyrights.
Literary work includes computer programmes, tables and compilations including computer databases
(The Copyright Act, 1957 section 2(o)).
Registration is not mandatory for copyrights work, but enforcement will be easier in cases of
infringement, if the work is registered.
Duration of copyrights is author’s life and 60 years in case of literary, dramatic, musical and artistic
works, and 60 years in case of sound recordings and cinematographic works.
Fig 4: A flow chart describing copyright registration process in India.

11
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TRADEMARK
A trademark is an identity that helps us to identify and distinguish the goods made or produced by
one company or an individual from another. Trademarks can be anything, such as names, words,
logos, colours, packing, sounds, signs and any combinations thereof. Trademarks should be unique
and should not include adjectives, names of persons or places, such as India, religious or
government words or symbols, such as OM, Ashok Chakra, and common shapes, such as sphere,
triangle etc.,
A trademark is granted for 10 years and can be renewed every 10 years for successive periods.
Fig 5: A flow chart describing trademark registration process in India.

*********************

DISCLAIMER
The contents of these pages are informational only and should not substitute for competent legal advice
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Invention Disclosure Form for Patent
IPR & IR Cell
SRIC
IIT Kharagpur

1. Title:
2. Date:
3. Name and contact details of the Inventor:
Name

Email ID

Mobile

Department

Number
Inventor 1
Inventor 2
Inventor 3
Inventor 4

4. Field of Invention:
5. Your invention is:

Product
Compositio

Process
Equipmen
Device

System
6. Prior Art (Patented and non-patented with brief explanation):
7. Problem in the prior art, e.g prior patent, prior reported literature (Give relevant prior art
and state the problem of the prior art based on patent and literature search). Prior art
13
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search may be conducted using keywords from inventive area. Conduct prior art
search use public databases e.g. https://scholar.google.co.in
http://www.wipo.int/tools/en/gsearch.html

https://patents.google.com

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/?locale=en_EP

https://search.uspto.gov/search?query=+&op=Search&affiliate=web-sdmg-uspto.gov
http://www.tkdl.res.in/tkdl/langdefault/common/TKDLSearch.asp?GL=Eng:
Keywords Used:

Prior Art (literature closest match):

8. Statement of invention e.g

State your inventive area; e.g what solution you are

providing to solve the problem of prior art:

9. Describe your invention with working model/ example;( e.g if the invention is
product/composition, give details of product composition in the form of range at least,
Give working example (testing result of composition and properties, If it is process,
give process flow chart mentioning process parameters, at least in range, give working
example. If it is system operated based on algorithm, give the hardware/unit details and
how the algorithm is affecting the functionality of the unit)
Detailed Description:

Working example with result:

10. Identify the novel features (Just put in bullet form, e.g….Algorithm to detect signal in
the signal system components, please refer to the guidelines):

11. Advantages of your invention compared with the prior art (Provide in the form of table):

Prior Art

12. Sate the application of your invention:
14
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I/we hereby declare that, to the best of my/our knowledge and belief, the particulars given above
and the declaration made therein are true.

Signatures of the all inventors:

15
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Filing Request in Other jurisdiction
Do you want to file patent application in other countries?

Yes
No
If yes, please provide suitable justification along with the potential commercial
viability of the invention. Note that patent filing in other countries is very costly.

What are the countries you would like to file? Please tick mark against the country.

EUROPE

USA

CANADA

BRAZI

JAPAN

TAIWAN

CHINA

SINGAPORE

AUSTRALIA

SOUTH KOREA

16
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Date: DD/MM/YYYY

Assignment Deed

I, do hereby declare that the invention as fully described in the Invention Disclosure
Form hereto is invented by Prof. ………………………………….. from IIT Kharagpur, during
the course of his employment , along with me as a co-inventor. I am the co-inventor of the
invention as disclosed in the invention disclosure form.
I acknowledge, understand and agree that IIT Kharagpur is the owner of the invention.
I otherwise, also do hereby convey, assign and transfer all right, title and interest in
the work(s) to IIT Kharagpur for the entire term of Patent. This assignment is a royalty free
assignment and I will not be entitled to any sort of compensation/revenue, that may generate
from commercialization of the invention.

Name & Signature of all Inventors

17
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Disclosure Form for Copyright
IPR & IR Cell
SRIC
IIT Kharagpur

1. Title:
2. Date:
3. Name and contact details of the author:
Name

Email ID

Mobile

Department

Number
Author 1
Author 2
Author 3
Author 4

4. Category:
5. Description of the work:

6. Is the work original (originated from the author, not copied or derived from any other
work).

NO
YES
If YES, please give details:

18
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I/we hereby declare that, to the best of my/our knowledge and belief, the particulars given above and
the declaration made therein are true and I/we have no objection if it is registered under IIT
Kharagpur.

Signatures of the all authors:
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Date: DD/MM/YYYY

Assignment of Copyright

I/We, do hereby declare that the work(s) fully described in Annexure hereto is/are
my/our original work of authorship as such I/we, am/are the author(s) of the work(s).
I/We acknowledge, understand and agree that IIT Kharagpur is the owner of the
work(s) as the work(s) was/were conceived, done and completed during my/our course of
employment under IIT Kharagpur.
I/We, otherwise, also do hereby convey, assign and transfer all right, title and interest
in the work(s) to IIT Kharagpur for the entire term of Copyright. This assignment is a royalty
free assignment and I/we will not be entitled to any short of compensation/revenue, except
permissible under the existing norms of the Institute.

Name & Signature of Author

Name & Signature of Author

Name & Signature of Author

Name & Signature of Author
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ANNEXURE - V

Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur
INVENTION AND TECHNOLOGY DISCLOSURE FORM
Title of the invention:

Brief description of the invention: (How does this invention relate to new processes, systems, machines,
compositions of matter, etc? Please cover the following points:)

State of prior art:
(i) Prevailing state of the art?

(ii)

(iii)

Literature search relating to this invention? (Please include copies of any resulting documentation.)

Prior art/patent search relating to this invention? (Please include copies of any resulting
documentation.)

(b)

Description: (Describe the invention so that other Institute faculty who are knowledgeable in the field can evaluate its
technical and commercial merits.)

(c) Novelty:

(Highlight the features described above that make the invention novel.)

(d) Inventiveness:

(Are the novel features inventive based on (a) above; and, if so, how?)

(e) Advantages: (What are the advantages of the described invention over (a) above?)

(f) Testing: (Has the invention been tested experimentally? If so details of experimental data to be supplied)

(PLEASE USE ADDITIONAL SHEETS TO ELABORATE AND TO ATTACH SKETCHES, DRAWINGS, PHOTOGRAPHS AND OTHER MATERIALS THAT
HELP ILLUSTRATE THE DESCRIPTION.)

ANNEXURE - V
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Inventors:
Name:

Name:

Position:

Position:

Department:

Department:

Phone:

Phone:

Mobile:

Mobile:

e-mail:

e-mail:

Name:

Name:

Position:

Position:

Department:

Department:

Phone:

Phone:

Mobile:

Mobile:

e-mail:

e-mail:

(Add further sheets if necessary)

Funding and Support:
Was the invention supported by research grants /contract funds from external sources?

YES
NO
If YES please give details:
(a)

Sponsor/Contractor:

(b)

Grant/Contract No.:

(c)

Period of Grant/Contract:

(d)

Principal investigator and co-investigator(s) if any: (even if they are not inventors within the purview of this
document and will not share the credit and royalties):
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ANNEXURE – V (contd.)
(e)

Has the sponsor been informed of the invention?: (State whether required under grant/contract award
conditions):

(f)

Was the work done under any other agreement? Give details:

Was there significant use of IIT Kharagpur infrastructure, as defined in the Intellectual Property
Policy of IIT Kharagpur?
YES

NO

Information for protection of IPR: Conception and Disclosure
(accurate data is required as prior disclosure may
affect possibility of obtaining patent rights)

Date

References/Comments

Date of conception of the invention. Has this date
been documented? If so, where and how?
Has this been presented at seminars/ discussions
other than those which form the requirement for the
degree program of the student
Please provide the anticipated date of submission
for publication or communication for presentation at
seminar/conference etc. (should not be earlier than
1 month from this date)
Has the invention been reduced to practice?

I/we declare that all statements made herein are true to the best of mine/our knowledge.
I/we hereby agree to assign all right, title and interest to IIT Kharagpur and agree to execute all
documents as requested, assigning to IIT Kharagpur our rights in any patent filed on this invention,
and to cooperate in the protection of this invention and its subsequent commercialization. IIT
Kharagpur will share any royalty income derived from the invention with the inventor(s) according to
the IPR policy in force.
Inventor’s signature

Date

___________________

_________

Inventor’s signature

Date

______________________

_________
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ANNEXURE – V (contd)
Inventor’s signature

Date

_____________________

_________

Inventor’s signature

Date

_______________________

_________
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ANNEXURE – V (contd)
Notes:
The Invention and Technology Disclosure form must be submitted for each potentially patentable
invention that has been conceived or reduced to practice with:
(i)
or (ii)

significant use of Institute Resources
sponsored research grants and contracts

This is a legally important document as it:
(a) Provides the basis for a determination of patentability and for drafting a patent application
or
(b) Is vital to establish a claim in cases where the invention is at the conception stage and the
inventors wish to enter into agreement with third parties to obtain support for reduction to
practice and/or further development prior to patenting
Please prepare the document with due care.
A patentable invention must not be obvious to a person with average skills in that particular
technology. In addition it must not have been described in a printed publication or be available in the
public domain anywhere prior to filing.
A patent confers the right upon an inventor to commercially exploit an invention for a limited period of
time. Patents can be lost by disclosure of the details of an invention to the public before the filing of a
patent; they are thus not automatic rights, unlike copyright. To obtain a patent, the proposed invention
should be novel (not published else where), inventive (not obvious to persons familiar with the state of
the art) and industrially applicable (should have utility). Once the patent is sealed, the patentee can
sue for damages anyone who attempts to exploit the patented invention without the consent of the
patentee.
Examples of patentable innovations have been given in the IPR policy document. If for some reason
patenting cannot be resorted to for an innovation, it can be protected to a limited extent by restricting
the publication of information about it (secrecy).
Please submit the completed disclosure form to:

Professor-in-Charge (IPR and IR)
Sponsored Research and Industrial Consultancy
IIT Kharagpur
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ANNEXURE - VI

Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur
Technology Profile of Invention for Commercialization
Title of the invention:

Innovator(s) who have contributed or conceived an essential element of the invention, either
independently or jointly with others during evolution of the technology concept or reduction
to practice:
Name:

Name

Position

Position

Department

Department

Phone

Phone

e-mail

e-mail

Name:

Name:

Position:

Position:

Department

Department:

Phone:

Phone:

e-mail

e-mail:

Brief summary of the invention (not more than a page):
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ANNEXURE – VI (contd)
Commercial Potential:
What are the:
(a) Possible uses/application areas and/or products you feel may embody aspects of your
technology and
(b) Possible end-users
(c) Potential marketability including commercial suggestions viz.
(1) input required
(2) production capacity where applicable
(3) raw material requirement
(4) transfer form
(5) target companies and countries,
(6) economic data
(7) potential long-term commercial interest.
(please provide as much information as possible; attach extra sheets of required)

Prior disclosure and possible intent:
(a) Has the invention been disclosed to industry representatives or third parties?
(b) Has any commercial interest been shown in it and of what nature? Name companies and
specific individuals and their titles.
Development stage:
Give your opinion on the current stage of development of the invention as it relates to its
marketability (indicate appropriate response):
_________ Embryonic

(needs substantial work to bring to market)

_________ Partially developed

(could be brought to market with significant investment)

_________ Off-the-shelf

(could be brought to market with nominal investment)

Do you know of any other inventions that are congruent with this invention?

Signature of inventor with date

Signature of inventor with date

__________________________

__________________________

Signature of inventor with date

Signature of inventor with date

__________________________

__________________________
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